
Road Safety Awareness Programme  

“Shallow men believe in luck and strong men cause and effect”. 

 

National Road Safety week is celebrated from January 11th to 17th. To commemorate this, the alumni 

association of our school along with Traffic warden Association (Two) Partnership with Bengaluru Traffic 

Police. (BTP) organized a Road Safety Awareness Programme in PPEC, Indiranagar on 11th January 2023. 

Shree. S.K. Bhat Hon. Secretary graced Occasion. Senior wardens Prof. Chiranthana Nanjappa, Shree.Rajesh 

Bhat and traffic wardens Shree Satish Rao, Shri Rajesh Bhat, Shri Lokesh B.S. presented the programme 'catch 

them Young.' which included footpath behavior, Zebra crossing, do’s & don’ts on roads, highlighting about 

symbol and so on. The Honorable Secretary advised the teachers & students not to use mobile. While walking 

on the road. The Presenters answered the queries. Posed by the Students. 

 

 

ಕನ್ನಡ ರಾಜ ್ಯೋತ್ಸವ  

"ಕನ್ನಡವ ೇ ಸತ್ಯ - ಕನ್ನಡವ ೇ ನಿತ್ಯ" 

 

ನ್ವ ೆಂಬರ್ ೧ ಕನ್ನಡಿಗರಿಗ  ಸುದಿನ್. ಕನ್ನಡ ರಾಜ ್ಯೇತ್ಸವದ ಸೆಂಭ್ರಮ. ೬೭ನ ೇ ಕನ್ನಡ ರಾಜ ್ಯೇತ್ಸವವನ್ುನ ಇೆಂದಿರಾನ್ಗರ ಪೂರ್ಣಪರಜ್ಞ 

ಶಿಕ್ಷರ್ ಕ ೇೆಂದರದಲ್ಲಿ ಸಡಗರ, ಸೆಂಭ್ರಮದಿೆಂದ ಆಚರಿಸಲಾಯಿತ್ು. 
 

ಈ ಕಾರ್ಣಕರಮದಲ್ಲಿ ಮುಖ್ಯ ಅತಿಥಿಗಳಾಗಿ ಆಡಳಿತ್ ಮೆಂಡಳಿರ್ ಸದಸಯರಾದ ಬ್ರರಗ ೇಡಿರ್ರ್ ಹೆಂದ ರ್ವರು, ಜೆಂಟಿ 

ಕಾರ್ಣದಶಿಣಗಳಾದ ಶಿರೇರ್ುತ್ ನ್ೆಂದಕಿಶ  ೇರ ಬಲಾಿಳ್ ಅವರು ಹಾಗ್ ಮುಖ್ಯ ಅತಿಥಿಗಳಾಗಿ ನ್ಮಮ ಶಾಲಾ ಪೇಷಕರ್, ವೃತಿಿರ್ಲ್ಲಿ 
ಶಿರೇಮತಿ ಡಾ|| ಸವಿತಾ ಅವರ್ ಭಾಗವಹಿಸಿದದರು. ಪಾರೆಂಶುಪಾಲರಾದ ಶಿರೇಮತಿ ಕುಮದಾ ಅಭ್ಯೆಂಕರ್, ಉಪಪಾರೆಂಶುಪಾಲರಾದ 

ಶಿರೇರ್ುತ್ ಡಾ|| ಗುರುಸಿದ ಧೇಶ, ಪಾರಥಮಿಕ ಶಾಲ ರ್ ಮುಖ ್ ಯೇಪಾಧ್ಾಯರ್ರಾದ ಶಿರೇಮತಿ ಮೆಂಜುಳಾ.ಬ್ರ.ಕ . ಮತ್ುಿ ಶಾಲ ರ್ 

ವಯವಸ್ಾಾಪಕರಾದ ಶಿರೇರ್ುತ್ ಲಕ್ಷಮರ್ಮ್ತಿಣ ಅವರು ಸಮಾರೆಂಭ್ದಲ್ಲಿ ಉಪಸಿಾತ್ರಿದದರು. ಆಥಿಣಕ ಬ್ರಕಕಟಿಿನ್ ಸೆಂದಭ್ಣ ಮತ್ುಿ ಪರತಿಕ್ಲ 

ಸನಿನವ ೇಶದಲ್ಲ ಿಎದ ಗುೆಂದದ , ಜೇವನ್ದಲ್ಲಿ ಎದುರಾಗುವ ಸವಾಲುಗಳನ್ುನ ಹ ೇಗ  ಮೆಟಿಿ ನಿೆಂತ್ು ಸ್ಾಧಿಸಿ ತ ್ ೇರಿಸಬಹುದು ಎೆಂಬುದನ್ುನ 
"ಆತ್ಮನಿಭ್ಣರ ಕನಾಣಟಕ" ಎೆಂಬ ಕಿರು ರ್ಪಕದ ಮ್ಲಕ ಶಾಲಾ ಮಕಕಳು ಪರದಶಿಣಸಿದರು. ಅಲಿದ ೇ ಪಾರಥಮಿಕ, ಪರರಢಶಾಲಾ ಮಕಕಳು 



ನಾಡಗಿೇತ , ಕನ್ನಡಗಿೇತ ಗಳು, ಏಕ ಪಾತಾರಭಿನ್ರ್, ಹನಿಗವನ್ಗಳು, ನ್ೃತ್ಯ ಹಿೇಗ  ಅನ ೇಕ ಕಾರ್ಣಕರಮಗಳಿೆಂದ ರೆಂಜಸಿದರು.  
 

೧೦ನ ೇ ತ್ರಗತಿರ್ ಅನಿಿತಾ, ೯ನ ೇ ತ್ರಗತಿರ್ ಋತಿಕ್ಷಾ ಕಾರ್ಣಕರಮವನ್ುನ ನಿರ್ಪಿಸಿದರು. ಸ್ಾಿಗತ್ ಭಾಷರ್ವನ್ುನ ೧೦ನ ೇ ತ್ರಗತಿರ್ 

ಹರ್ಷಣತಾ, ವೆಂದನಾಪಣಣ ರ್ನ್ುನ ಭಾವನಾ ನ ರವ ೇರಿಸಿದರು. ಒಟ್ಾಿರ  ಸಡಗರ, ಸೆಂಭ್ರಮದಿೆಂದ ಕಾರ್ಣಕರಮವು ಸೆಂಪನ್ನಗ ್ ೆಂಡಿತ್ು. 

 



 

 



 

Saraswathi Pooja  

Saraswathi, the goddess representing the mastery of creativity and pinnacle of education. On 2nd October 2022, 

the programme began with a devotional song by Kumari.Sahana of 10th std The priest performed special pooja 

for the occasion by chanting hymns and mantras. The committee members offered flowers to the deity and 

seeked divine blessings, this was followed by teachers and students. The teachers sang devotional songs and 

recited slokas. Towards the end traditionally cooked green gram and coconut burfi was distributed as prasadam 

 

 
 

 

Gandhi Jayanthi Celebration 2022-23  

National Leaders are the one who bring the change in the country that other people only think of. 2nd October is 

observed as Gandhi Jayanthi. It also marks the birth anniversary of Lal Bahdur Shastri, the Second Prime 

Minister of India. The faculty and students gathered in the quadrangle. The celebration began with an 

invocation song by Kumari Sahana of 10th Std. The dignitaries on the dias offered floral tributes to our great 

leaders. Mrs.Premalatha B enlightened about Mahatma Gandhi. Principal Mam addressed the students and 

highlighted their role and responsibilities for the progress. "Jai Jawan Jai Kisan" The head girl 

Kumari.Harshitha Sreeraj spoke about Lal Bahadur Shastri passion and work in Nation Building. 



 

INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION 2022-23  

On 15th August 2022, the 75th Anniversary of Indian independence with the theme ''Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav’ 

was celebrated with great enthusiasm and grandeur. The chief guest Col.Vinod.M.Sasalatti hoisted our national 

flag. The chief guest was escorted in an open jeep for the parade inspection. The student council, the four 

houses and band displayed the march past with perfect coordination and uniformity. The cultural programmes 

invoked patriotism. The pre-primary students performed a patriotic dance, this followed by band display.  

The cycle parade with various stunts and formations was eye catching and was highlight of the day, 75 students 

walked with 75 flags to portray Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav. The chief guest spoke about being courageous and 

the various instances about the fearlessness of our soldiers. Brigadier H.B.Hande addressed the gathering. The 

primary students displayed an Aerobic drill, Master Harivijay from 10th B gave a speech about 'India’s 

preparedness to face domestic challenges' , Kannada tableau projected our brave soldiers, High school students 

performed a fusion dance of patriotic songs. The chief guest and Brig H B Hande handed over prizes of the 

zonal level sports winners. 

 



 



 



 Founders Day Celebration  

Founders Day was celebrated on 7th July 2022, in the presence of the our Honourable Secretary 

Shree.S.K.Bhat, Joint Secretary Shree.Nandakishor V.Ballal, Management Committee member 

Brig.H.B.Hande, Principal, Vice Principal, Primary Headmistress & Pre-primary Headmistress. The Chief 

Guest for the day was Dr.Vijayalakshmi Deshmane one of the reputed oncologists of India.  

The programme included a very inspiring, informative & motivating speech by the Chief Guest followed by 

enlightening the interaction with the students. The students of high school shared varied ideas and thoughts in 

science through creative models and charts. The program ended with positive and encouraging messages by the 

Honourable Secretary and the Management Committee Members. 

 

 

 

 

 


